
• You’ll “Be 1” for Pasadena: Join a group of philanthropists committed to shaping tomorrow’s Pasadena.

• Local Impact: Grants generated from your endowment remain here in the community.

• Affordable commitment: For as little as $10,000 (paid in full or over time), you create a permanent
charitable legacy.

• Simplicity: Paperwork is minimal, and once your fund is established, PCF assumes administrative and
record keeping duties.

• Tax Benefits: Setting up a charitable fund through PCF gives you maximum tax benefits.

• Dedicated stewardship: PCF has an impressive track record of investing and growing charitable funds.
The foundation currently manages 340 funds and $80 million in assets.

• Power of Endowment:
Endowments are truly the gift
that keeps on giving. The corpus
of your fund is invested in
PCF’s portfolio and grants are
made annually; eventually far
more than your original gift is
distributed.

Target the greatest needs: Unrestricted Named 
Endowments support PCF’s grant-making 
programs in the area of greatest need. 

Endow your Passion: Restricted Named 
Endowments support PCF’s grant-making 
programs in the areas of interest you choose (Arts, 
Education, Environment, Health, Human Services 
and Youth).
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WHY BECOME AN ENDOWMENT BUILDER?

Join PCF’s growing number 
of Endowment Builders

By establishing a named endowment, 
you create a hometown legacy for you 
and your family. A legacy that will 
ensure the future of the Pasadena 
we love. More than 100 Endowment 
Builders already support PCF’s local 
grant making – you too can Be 1. 

“BE 1” FOR PASADENA

CHOOSE THE TYPE OF 
ENDOWMENT YOU PREFER

Be 1 … who supports homeless services.
Be 1 … who invests in the environment.
Be 1 … who believes in the “Power of Endowment.”
Be 1 … who leaves a legacy for Pasadena.
Be 1 … of PCF’s Endowment Builders.


